Introduction
Non-thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure allow for plasma treatment of surfaces that are not feasible for treatment in low-pressure vacuum systems [1] . One field enabled by atmospheric plasmas is plasma biomedicine, which generally involves the treatment of living systems by plasmas or the products of plasmas. Plasmas have been shown to have numerous beneficial biological effects in both animal and human models, such as shrinking tumors, promoting wound healing, and killing antimicrobial-resistant bacteria [2] [3] [4] . Plasmas can generate a wide variety of ionized and neutral species, as well as electrical currents, electric fields, and heat.
In particular, biological effects associated with plasma treatment are often directly or indirectly due to reactive nitrogen and oxygen species, or RONS [3] .
RONS chemistry produced by atmospheric pressure plasmas in the presence of air and water vapor is complex, spanning a great number of species with densities and associated reaction rate constants that can vary over several orders of magnitude [5, 6] . Thus, it is often difficult to understand what species are produced, to identify trends in certain individual species, or to pinpoint which species are responsible for observed biological effects. Additionally, plasma diagnosis is often hampered by the complexity of spectroscopic analysis [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Finally, the proper 'figure of merit' for plasma biomedicine is generally not simply a measure of RONS densities but rather a measure of plasma-surface interactions and subsequent effects. Biological effects of plasma result from interactions between plasma species and complex living systems, but these effects are often mediated through an aqueous liquid interface.
For these reasons, the study of plasma-liquid interactions is of current interest. Due to the presence of water in biological materials and biological surfaces, liquid water can sometimes serve as a useful proxy for biological matter [12, 13] . Computational studies of plasma-liquid interactions have been reported. For example, full plasma models of pulsed DC plasmas incident on liquid surfaces have been developed by Norberg and Kushner [14] [15] [16] . Among other results, these models have tended to support the view that biomedical effects of plasma are due more to RONS than to electric fields [16] . Plasma-liquid chemistry modeling by Lindsay and Graves showed that plasma-produced RONS incident on liquid result in steep concentration gradients of orders of magnitude within tens of microns [5] . However, as noted in a recent review paper by Lu et al, experimental quantification of plasma-liquid interactions is still in its infancy and needs more development [17] .
One method of quantifying plasma-liquid interactions that involve highly reactive compounds is known as spin-trapping, which has previously been used to measure the effects of RONS in biological contexts [18, 19] . Spin-trapping involves dissolving a selected compound (the 'spin trap') which reacts with RONS to form relatively unreactive, stable and therefore long-lived radicals. These species can be detected, under the proper conditions, via electron paramagn etic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. Details of the technique have been described in detail elsewhere [18] .
We focus on interpreting plasma-liquid interactions caused by reactive oxygen species in a He plasma jet using various spectroscopic methods, including EPR spectroscopy. One of the issues confronting the analysis of plasma-liquid interaction products is the problem of selectivity. That is, one would like to answer the question: what plasma-generated species created an observed product in the liquid phase? Simply measuring the product concentration does not uniquely identify which of the plasma-created species played a role in creating the product. Many reaction products can be generated through reactions with multiple different plasma species, and it is not always straightforward to conclude that the presence of a given product indicates the presence or relative importance of a given plasma species.
The ability to identify plasma-generated reactive species is important, as different species can have different effects. For example, Xu and Kong designed a system in which plasmagenerated O − 2 and H 2 O 2 cause cellular apoptosis, but O 3 and singlet delta oxygen ( 1 O 2 , an excited state of molecular oxygen) do not [20] . 1 O 2 has been shown to play a role in inactivating the key enzyme catalase present on membranes of pre-cancerous cells, thereby possibly enabling more effective treatment of cancer [21] . By measuring degradation of phenol in water, Hefny Contributions from each species were separated by fitting simulated EPR spectra to experimental spectra of adducts of BMPO, which has an -OOH adduct that does not decay. However, this compound is much more expensive than DMPO [23] .
The other most commonly-used spin trap for reactive oxygen species is 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TEMP), which oxidizes to form the stable radical 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1oxyl (TEMPO). Historically, oxidation of TEMP to TEMPO has been used in biological experiments as an indicator of the presence of 1 O 2 [24] . While TEMP has been used as a spin trap for 1 1 O 2 and that other reactive oxygen species were contributing to the formation of the adduct [25] . In a different series of experiments, Zhu utilized TEMP in the presence of L-Histidine and 3-(10-(2-carboxy-ethyl)-anthracen-9-Yl)-propionic acid (ADPA) as 1 O 2 scavengers [26] . L-Histidine eliminated the TEMPO signal completely, but ADPA did not. Since L-Histidine is known to lack selectivity [27] and is a chemical scavenger, it may very well react with other oxidizing species such as O atoms. Thus, the question remains if non-1 O 2 species contributed to the formation of TEMPO. Gorbanev and O'Connell have shown that such a phenomenon does occur. In a different system, they added NaN 3 to their aqueous solution but were unable to diminish the TEMPO signal. They concluded that their system did not produce significant amount of 1 O 2 and that the TEMPO in their system was produced solely by non-1 O 2 species [28] . Despite the aforementioned complexities, the range of possible plasma-produced reactive oxygen species responsible for TEMP oxidation has been somewhat narrowed. Gorbanev and O'Connell have shown that H 2 O 2 and O − 2 do not contribute to the formation of TEMPO [28] . Additionally, a study by Pospisil in a biological system showed that, while OH may react with TEMP, it does not form TEMPO [29] . In this study, both OH and 1 O 2 were produced in the presence of DMPO and TEMP. The OH scavenger mannitol completely suppressed the DMPO-OH signal but did not affect the TEMPO signal, indicating that OH does not form TEMPO. Finally, while atmospheric pressure plasmas also produce reactive nitrogen species such as NO x , TEMP has always been used as an indicator of reactive oxygen species, and there is no evidence of TEMPO ever being used successfully as a spin trap for NO x . Typical spin traps for NO x are nitrones such as N-tert-Butyl-α-phenylnitrone (PBN) [30] . As a secondary amine, TEMP reacting with NO x likely forms nitramines and nitrosamines rather than TEMPO [31, 32] . Thus, the field of atmospheric pressure plasma-produced species which are known to or may significantly contribute to TEMPO formation has apparently narrowed to O 3 , 1 O 2 , and O atom. With the possible exception of the work of Zhu [26] , it has not been possible to definitively use trends in TEMPO concentration as indicators of trends in any particular plasmagenerated precursor species.
This paper will present a new system for studying atmospheric plasma-liquid interactions. It will be shown that, in a He/air jet, O 3 contributes only at most a small amount to the total TEMPO concentration. Additionally, scavenger studies with NaN 3 will rule out the possibility of 1 O 2 playing a major role in this system. The experimental results suggest that the production of TEMPO in this system is dominated by O atoms. This observation therefore supports the use of the TEMP spin trap to track the delivery of atomic O to aqueous solution exposed to plasma. Based on this insight, we report O atom production trends as functions of experimental parameters such as applied voltage and jet-water surface treatment distance. Furthermore, these trends in O atom production can be observed in a system that contains a spatio-temporally varying plasma that is not conducive to direct optical analysis. Finally, this method offers an experimental diagnostic by which to study O atom-liquid interactions, which appear to provide the primary oxidative contribution in He/O 2 plasmas interacting with aqueous liquids [22] .
Experimental setup
An atmospheric pressure plasma jet setup was built to enable studies of plasma-liquid interactions with a highly-controllable environment and treatment distance. A glass cup holding 1 ml of solution is placed below the jet on a tunable stage that can be manually tuned to sub-hundred-micron precision. The jet is a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) consisting of a powered needle inside a glass tube and a 1 cm-height ring electrode encircling the tube with the bottom of the electrode being placed 0.5 cm above the bottom of the tube. A function generator (Wavetek Model 23) creates a 30 kHz sine wave which is amplified to magnitudes of a few kV by an amplifier (Trek Model 10/40A), which powers the needle. For experiments in this paper, the voltage amplitude was 3 kV unless otherwise noted. The output of the amplifier is attenuated by 1000 and measured by an oscilloscope. Current to ground is measured on the oscilloscope by measuring the voltage across a 50 Ω resistor placed between the ring electrode and ground.
Gas flow to the jet is controlled by a series of mass flow controllers (MFCs) attached to various gas sources; for the experiments in this paper, the main feedstock gas was He.
The stage, cup, and bottom of the tube are enclosed in a plastic chamber. This allows for the chamber gas environment to be controlled by means of a separate inlet that goes directly to the chamber, bypassing the jet. For all gases with an air environment, dry air was fed through the environment inlet in order to eliminate variable humidity in the laboratory. The chamber is equipped with a BNC feedthrough to carry the cur rent from the ring electrode to the 50 Ω resistor. The chamber lid is secured by three screws and an o-ring and was removed to set up experiments. The chamber is also equipped with an exhaust, which connects to the building exhaust. Between the chamber and the building exhaust, however, the exhaust tube passes through a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectro meter, allowing for FTIR analysis of the exhaust. Before each experiment, the lid was replaced and the environment gas was used to purge the system for 2 min before starting the experiment. The purge was accomplished by flowing 1.5 slm of the environment gas used for the particular experiment, and the purge time of 2 min was determined by observing the H 2 O signal from the ambient humid air on the FTIR. The disappearance of the H 2 O signal after 2 min indicated that the system was completely purged of ambient air within 2 min. During experiments, the FTIR was used to measure O 3 concentration. While O 3 was produced by the plasma, it was also produced by an external ozone generator in certain experiments. In these cases, the plasma power was left off, and the ozone generator was simply used to provide a controlled and measurable amount of O 3 . The system is diagrammed in figure 1 .
For every experiment in this paper, plasma-liquid interactions were studied with 1 ml solution in the cup. This yielded a 3 mm distance between the liquid surface and the top of the cup, as shown in figure 2. Thus, treatment distance measurements accounted for this distance. For example, a 4 mm treatment distance involved positioning the top of the cup 1 mm below the bottom of the jet tube, yielding a total distance of 4 mm between the jet and the liquid.
TEMP (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved to 100 mM in deionized water for all experiments. For certain scavenger experiments, NaN 3 (Sigma-Aldrich) was also used. For these scavenger experiments, the solution contained 100 mM TEMP and 100 mM NaN 3 . TEMP was directly diluted from pure liquid TEMP; NaN 3 was first dissolved from the solid state to a 1M solution, which was then diluted. NaN 3 is a physical quencher of 1 O 2 , rather than a chemical scavenger [33] . This means that NaN 3 quenches 1 O 2 by de-exciting it back to the ground state, rather than reacting with it. Chemical scavengers, such as L-histidine, react with 1 O 2 and therefore present possible selectivity issues because they may easily react with other reactive oxygen species.
In each experiment, after positioning the cup under the jet and closing the chamber lid, the system was purged by activating the environmental flow for 2 min with the jet flow and power turned off. Following the 2 min purge, jet flow was activated and power (either to the plasma system or the ozone generator, depending on the experiment) was turned on. All experiments ran 5 min, unless otherwise noted. The FTIR O 3 signal consistently equilibrated to a steady-state within this time, allowing the measured O 3 concentration at the FTIR to be assumed equal or nearly equal to the O 3 concentration in the chamber. In this paper, although the environment and jet gas compositions varied, the total environment flow was always 1.5 slm, and the total jet flow was 1 slm. Unless otherwise noted, the environment gas was dry air. For plasma experiments, the jet flow was composed mostly of He with a small, controlled percentage of O 2 (2% or less, depending on the experiment). For O 3 generator experiments, the jet flow was composed of 800 sccm of He and 200 sccm of O 2 , which was first passed through the O 3 generator before entering the jet. After exposure, the cup was removed and weighed to quantify any evaporation; such evaporation consistently accounted for less than 7% of the initial mass. Following this, the exposed solution was thoroughly mixed with a pipette and then transferred into capillary tubes for subsequent EPR analysis. The remaining solution was measured with a Hanna Instruments pH probe. The pH of the TEMP solution was 12.5 before and after plasma exposure, indicating that the pH did not change and that experimental results were not altered by uncontrolled pH variations.
EPR analysis used 6 mW of microwave power at 9.7 GHz and scanned a magnetic field range from 3425G to 3525G. On each day, a scan of the unoxidized TEMP solution was performed as a control to confirm that any TEMPO yield was caused by exposure in the jet system. For every exposure experiment, three capillary tubes of solution were analyzed in order to obtain experimental error bars. For each capillary tube, the EPR spectrum was analyzed either five or ten times (based on the quality of the signal). The integral of the absorption spectrum was then converted to a TEMPO concentration based on a calibration procedure (explained below).
To find a calibration factor for converting the integral of the EPR spectrum to TEMPO concentration, crystalline TEMPO was dissolved to known concentrations and analyzed with EPR. The results of one set of calibration experiments are shown in figure 3 .
As shown in figure 3 , the integral of the absorbance spectrum rises approximately linearly over a wide range of TEMPO concentrations. The slope of the linear fit is approximately 6.6; thus, absorbance integrals calculated from the EPR spectrum were divided by 6.6 to find TEMPO concentrations. Additionally, a positive control experiment was performed to confirm that the exposure of TEMP to 1 O 2 resulted in TEMPO creation. This was accomplished by the use of Rose Bengal, a photosensitizer which is known to produce 1 O 2 . Exposure of a solution of Rose Bengal and TEMP with a light emitting diode (LED) was confirmed to cause a TEMPO yield in the solution, while the unexposed solution did not display a TEMPO yield. 
Results and discussion

Environment and background
As noted above, TEMP is known to be converted to TEMPO by means of oxidizing reactions caused by plasma-created reactive oxygen species. Previous researchers have found that exposure to O − 2 and OH, while potentially causing other reactions with TEMP, do not lead to the formation of TEMPO in plasma-liquid interactions [28] .Thus, it has been proposed that TEMPO is created by one or more of O 3 , 1 O 2 , and O. We seek to determine the contributions from each of these species in our system. However, before approaching each of these species, it was necessary to quantify any background signal and to establish the dependence of TEMPO concentration on controllable O 2 concentrations in the jet and environment. Since all TEMPO ought to be created by reactive oxygen species, the TEMPO concentration should be dependent on O 2 and should ideally cease to exist if no O 2 is present in either the jet or the environment. However, 'background' ROS could potentially be created by leaks or contaminants or possibly via reactions with evaporated water vapor from the liquid surface. Results from experiments to isolate any background signal are shown in figure 4 for different chamber environments and rates of O 2 jet flow. The treatment distance for this set of experiments was 8 mm.
As shown in figure 4 , TEMPO production is nearly eliminated when O 2 is removed from both the jet and the environment. When O 2 is present in the environment but not the jet, the TEMPO yield rises significantly. The same TEMPO yields were produced with an environment of air (20% O 2 ) and an environment of 80% He, 20% O 2 . Thus, the TEMPO yield is dependent only on the O 2 in the environment, not the other environmental gases. When O 2 is present in the jet, the TEMPO yield drops significantly but some oxidation is observed. In this case, it appears relatively independent of the environment. The TEMPO concentration is the same for an N 2 environment as for an air environment. This indicates that, when O 2 is present in the jet, the TEMP oxidizing reactions are caused by species created in the jet, not in the entrainment where the jet and environment mix. As will be seen in the next section, this is most likely due to the production of O 3 in the jet, which can quench the more-reactive 1 O 2 and O. The following section will show that O 3 , when present, causes only a small TEMPO yield and that O 3 is created only when O 2 is present in the jet.
Ozone
In order to infer TEMPO yield due to O 3 and to determine if the total TEMPO concentration caused by plasma-liquid interactions has any dependence on O 3 , we measured O 3 in the plasma jet effluent. Since O 3 has a strong IR absorption spectrum and is relatively long-lived, it was possible to measure downstream O 3 concentration with FTIR. O 3 absorption spectra were fit to simulated spectra based on the HITRAN database (http://hitran.iao.ru).
For these experiments, dry air was used as the environment gas, while the jet gas consisted of mostly He with 0-2% O 2 added to the jet. The treatment distance was 8 mm. TEMPO yield (from EPR) and downstream O 3 concentration (from FTIR) are shown in figure 5 . The results in figure 5 show that TEMPO concentration does not track the O 3 concentration. In fact, the TEMPO concentration rises by almost an order of magnitude when there is no O 2 in the jet (and no measurable O 3 created by the plasma). Thus, it appears that, at least above 10 µM, O 3 is not the dominant species contributing to TEMPO formation. Additionally, 0% O 2 flow leads to no O 3 production and the highest TEMPO concentration. It may be concluded that the TEMPO concentration at 0% O 2 flow is produced solely by reactions with non-O 3 species. These results also indicate that, while other oxidizing species are created at the He plasma-chamber environ ment boundary, O 3 is created primarily in the jet itself.
This conclusion is supported by a study which used an external ozone generator, yielding controllable O 3 concentrations without the other reactive species produced by the plasma jet. In this study, total jet flow was held constant at 1 slm, with O 2 accounting for no more than 200 sccm and He making up the remainder. O 3 concentrations on the same order as those seen in figure 5 were produced by flowing the O 2 through the external ozone generator prior to mixing with the He. The plasma was not ignited in these tests. In these experiments, any TEMPO formed can be due only to reaction of TEMP with O 3 . Figure 6 plots TEMPO yields as a function of O 3 concentration for both the plasma experiments (from figure 5) and the ozone generator experiments. It is clear that the small TEMPO concentrations seen in the ozone generator experiments are in the same range as those seen for the non-zero O 2 jet flows in figure 5 . Thus, it seems clear that TEMPO is created by O 3 , but the majority of any plasma-induced TEMPO yield above approximately 10 µM must be produced by species other than O 3 . Again, as mentioned previously, the high plasma-created TEMPO concentration of 90 µM was created with no O 2 (and no O 3 ) present in the jet; thus, it appears to be due exclusively to non-O 3 species.
The results in this section have shown that O 3 oxidizes TEMP to form TEMPO but by only a small amount. O 3 is produced in the He/O 2 jet (rather than through admixing with the environment in a pure He jet), and relatively high TEMPO yields correspond to no O 2 in the He jet flow. High TEMPO yield is due exclusively to non-O 3 species, probably 1 O 2 and/ or O. It is likely that, once O 3 is produced, it reacts rapidly enough with these other species to keep them from forming TEMPO; O 3 is known to be a strong quencher of 1 O 2 and O [34] [35] [36] . We note that it is possible that higher O 2 concentrations in the jet somehow reduce electron density and, therefore, the creation of other reactive species. For example, the magnitude of the current peak was reduced as O 2 was added to the jet, though the reduction between 0% O 2 and 0.3% O 2 (less than 10% reduction in the peak current) was small compared to the reduction in TEMPO between those two conditions. Additionally, it is possible that solution temperature variation could have had an effect on TEMPO production in plasma experiments, as the temperature was not measured; this effect represents a potential area of future research. It should be noted, however, that the solution evaporation was always consistently below 10% and that the O 3 generator experiments, which did not involve plasma heating, produced the same TEMPO yields as plasma experiments with identical concentrations of O 3 . In the following section, we describe our attempt to determine the dependence of TEMPO production on various parameters and to separate the roles of 1 O 2 and atomic O.
Treatment distance
In the two previous sections, it was shown that addition of O 2 to the jet tended to result in relatively low TEMPO production. High TEMPO yields were seen when O 2 was present not in the jet, but in the environment. Thus, TEMPO production is associated with reactive oxygen species created at the jetenvironment boundary. A greater distance between the jet tip and the surface should increase jet-environment mixing, so we varied the treatment distance with an air environment and 0% O 2 in the jet. Results from these experiments are shown in figure 7. For treatment distances less than 9 mm, plasma was visibly observed both in the tube and in a streamer or plume extending to the liquid surface. However, for distances greater than 9 mm, the plume visibly lost contact with the liquid.
As seen in figure 7 , there is an optimal range (~6 mm) where TEMPO production is maximized. The TEMPO concentration is reduced at both shorter and longer treatment distances. These variations in treatment distance suggest the importance of jet-environment mixing and entrainment in TEMPO production. With small treatment distances, apparently not enough oxygen can reach the plasma to form ROS. Note that a treatment distance of 4 mm has only a 1 mm gap between jet and cup, due to the distance between the top of the cup and the top of the liquid. With larger treatment distances, too much air mixes in and/or ROS react before reaching the surface of the liquid. At 9 mm, the plasma loses contact with the liquid. The sharp drop-off associated with this loss of contact implies that the presence of the streamer/plume immediately above the liquid surface is important for TEMPO production. This will be discussed in section 3.5.
We now turn to the question of the relative TEMPO contributions from 1 O 2 and O atoms. We added 100 mM of NaN 3 , a 1 O 2 quencher, to the TEMP solution in attempt to ascertain the role of singlet O 2 . If a significant difference was observed between the TEMPO production with NaN 3 and without NaN 3 , the difference might be due to 1 O 2 . The results are presented in figure 8 . The only major discrepancy between the non-NaN 3 data in figures 7 and 8 appears at 8 mm. In figure 8 , the plasma separated from the surface partway through the 8 mm experiment. This will be discussed more in section 3.5.
As shown in figure 8 , the addition of NaN 3 did not cause the TEMPO concentration to drop significantly when treatment distance was varied. Thus,
1 O 2 appears not to be the species producing TEMPO in this case.
Voltage variation
Voltage was varied with 0% O 2 in the jet, an air environment, and a treatment distance of 6 mm (to maximize the TEMPO concentration, as seen in figure 7) . These experiments were repeated with NaN 3 in solution to determine if any TEMPO creation was due to 1 O 2 , and the results are shown in figure 10 . As an aside, it should be noted that these experiments were performed with a different batch of TEMP than the previous experiments, causing a slightly higher TEMPO yield at 3 kV than seen in figure 7 . It was observed that new bottles of TEMP would often create different TEMPO yields at the 'base condition' (3 kV, 6 mm, 0% O 2 in jet, air environment). Recalibration of the EPR with a known concentration of TEMPO revealed that there had been no change or drift in the EPR instrument, showing that the cause was a difference between different bottles of TEMP. However, what is relevant is the trend in TEMPO yield, not the absolute concentration. When performing experiments, the TEMPO yield would be checked at the 'Base' condition to ensure that it had not changed compared to earlier experiments with TEMP from the same bottle. To minimize variability from the source of TEMP, both of the experiments in figure 9 were performed on the same day with TEMP from the same bottle.
As seen in figure 9 , lower voltages produced lower TEMPO yields; however, the TEMPO yield with NaN 3 closely tracked the TEMPO yield without NaN 3 . This demonstrates that, even at low voltages, 1 O 2 is not contributing to the production of TEMPO, which is instead produced by O atoms. It is also worth noting that the leftmost point corresponds to the In an air environment with 0% O2 in the jet (conditions previously shown to produce a large TEMPO concentration at 8 mm), the TEMPO concentration varies strongly with treatment distance. At small treatment distances, minimal air/jet mixing occurs and little ROS are created. For too-large treatment distances, ROS drops again. The maximum TEMPO production occurs at ~6 mm under these conditions. Note that a sharp drop in TEMPO concentration occurs at 9 mm, where the plasma visibly loses contact with the liquid. In an air environment with 0% O 2 in the jet, the treatment distance is varied for a TEMP solution containing NaN 3 voltage at which the plasma ceased to contact the liquid. At this point, the TEMPO yield dropped to nearly 0. The correlation between plasma-liquid contact and TEMPO production will be discussed in section 3.5.
Having eliminated O 3 as a major producer of TEMPO (and as a TEMPO producer at all with 0% O 2 in the jet), the remaining candidate for TEMPO production is O atoms. In the following section, the issue of plasma-liquid contact will be explored. Finally, it will be shown that the TEMPO yield is linear with total treatment time.
Plasma-liquid contact
In figures 7 and 8, the TEMPO yield showed significant variation at a treatment distance of 8 mm (approximately 85 µM in figure 7 as opposed to 45 µM in figure 8 ) even though such variation was not observed between the two figures at other treatment distances. It was observed that, in figure 8 , the plasma lost contact with the liquid surface partway through the 8 mm experiments, while this contact was not lost during the 8 mm experiment in figure 7 . Therefore, a series of experiments was undertaken to study the correlation between plasma treatment time and TEMPO concentration. This was done by fixing the treatment distance to 8 mm with a voltage of 3 kV, 0% O 2 in the jet, and an air environment. Since this treatment distance represented the border between conditions with and without plasma-liquid contact, plasma contact would be lost at different times in each experiment. Even after plasmaliquid contact was lost, the experiment would be continued for the full 5 min. Though the filament reaching toward the surface was extinguished, a plasma was still sustained in the jet itself and near the exit of the jet tube. TEMPO concentrations were then measured as a function of plasma-liquid contact time rather than total experiment duration. (Note that due the use of a different bottle of TEMP, the TEMPO concentration for the 5 min contact time is greater than in figure 7.)
As shown in figure 10 , the TEMPO concentration displays an approximately linear relationship with the plasma-liquid contact time. As expected, the y-intercept of a linear fit line is close to 0, at approximately 4 µM. This shows that the production of TEMPO is strongly dependent on plasma-liquid contact time; in other words, TEMPO production in these experiments requires the presence of the plasma streamer directly above the liquid. This indicates that the reactive species are created in the streamer rather than in the jet. Though diffusion and gas flow should limit the ROS produced in the jet plasma, it is clear that any ROS which are made there are unable to reach the surface and produce TEMPO. This is consistent with the idea that TEMPO is produced by short-lived O atoms, which are not produced close enough to the liquid to reach the surface and react with TEMP once the plasma loses contact with the liquid.
We note that the absolute TEMPO concentration was also measured to be a linear function of the treatment time at the base condition of 3 kV, 6 mm, and 0% O 2 in the jet. Other works [37] have shown that, in some circumstances, plasma treatment can cause spin trap nitroxide radicals to decay. However, the fact that TEMPO concentration in this paper scales linearly with treatment time indicates that such a decay effect is not occurring in the current setup and that TEMPO concentration can be used as a reliable indicator of O radical in plasma-liquid interactions. In an air environment with 0% O 2 in the jet and a treatment distance of 6 mm, the voltage is varied for a TEMP solution containing NaN 3 In an air environment with 0% O 2 in the jet, a voltage of 3 kV, and a treatment distance of 8 mm, the plasma-liquid contact would often be lost partway through a 5 min. experiment. This experiment was repeated several times, resulting in different plasma-liquid contact times. The data above show that the TEMPO concentration is approximately linear with plasma-liquid contact time, and the y-intercept of a linear fit is less than 4 µM. This shows that the presence of the plasma streamer directly above the liquid surface is necessary for TEMPO production in these experiments.
Conclusions
An understanding of atmospheric plasma chemistry and plasma-liquid interactions is essential for the further development of plasma medicine and related applications. One method of quantifying plasma-liquid interactions is to use spin traps that are sensitive to various reactive species. However, spin traps may not be selective for only one species, complicating the task of identification of many individual reactive species.
In this paper, a new facility for investigation of plasmaliquid interactions at atmospheric pressure with a controllable environment was described. Experiments were undertaken to isolate the reactive plasma-created species that cause the oxidation of the spin trap TEMP to the stable TEMPO radical. The oxidation of TEMP to TEMPO has long been used in biochemistry as an indicator of the presence of 1 O 2 , but plasmas are known to produce many reactive species. While certain species such as OH and O − 2 had previously been ruled out, the contributions of other plasma-produced species such as O 3 and O atom to TEMPO production had not been determined.
It was shown through comparison of the effects of the plasma source with those from an ozone generator that O 3 causes the creation of only small concentrations of TEMPO (≲10 µM TEMPO in a 100 mM TEMP solution). Additionally, TEMPO production in the liquid is greatly increased when O 2 is removed from the jet and is present only in the environment, even though O 3 production is negligible in this case. Thus, TEMPO production was caused by either 1 O 2 or O atom. Separate experiments performed with NaN 3 , a physical 1 O 2 quencher, showed no difference in TEMPO production when compared to experiments performed without NaN 3 . We therefore concluded that the TEMPO-producing species in this plasma system is the O atom.
The isolation of O atom as the TEMPO-producing species also allows for inference of changes in O atom flux from observed trends in TEMPO concentration. Lowering applied voltage reduces O atom production rather than sufficiently increasing 1 O 2 production. It was also shown that, with 0% O 2 in the jet, there is an intermediate treatment distance at which the O atom reactions with the liquid are maximized. At smaller treatment distances, apparently not enough oxygen mixes into the jet from the environment, and at larger treatment distances, environmental species begin to quench the plasma, ultimately resulting in the loss of contact between the plasma and the liquid. The use of TEMPO to study O atomliquid interaction trends is especially useful due to the important role played by O atoms in providing oxidative effects in biological treatments.
The issue of plasma-liquid contact was further investigated and was determined to be a key factor in TEMPO production. TEMPO production scales linearly with plasma-liquid contact time, indicating that the presence of the visible plasma immediately above the liquid surface is necessary for TEMPO production in the liquid. This observation further supports O atoms as the TEMPO-producing reactive species, due to its high reactivity and short lifetime. O atoms must be produced in close proximity to the liquid in order to reach it and form TEMPO.
The findings of this paper serve to separate the contributions of different reactive oxygen species to TEMPO production and illuminate that, while TEMPO cannot always be used as a selective indicator for 1 O 2 , it can be used as an indicator of O atom in many cases. This is especially useful in systems (such as the present one) where the plasma moves around and is relatively unstable, making direct measurements of the plume difficult. Trends specific to plasma-created O atom interactions with H 2 O have been observed. Additionally, the importance of plasma-liquid contact for interactions between the liquid and reactive species was identified and explored. This presents a number of areas for potential future study, such as the effects of solution properties such as conductivity and surface charging on the nature of plasma-liquid contact and stability.
